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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County_

—

Irinited Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 4, 1957

!McCarthy Funeral
Order Plan To
Be Filed For
To Be On Monday
Fulton City Schools
By HERBERT FOSTER

Baby Buzzards Are
Still Buzzards

Speakers Are Named For Commencement And
Baccalaureate, Commissioning Exercises

• CHARLOTTE, N. C. 114 —
Gruesome I and Gruesome II
are safely ensconced in the Charlotte Nature Museum and two
lirlç tuaLsgwivra
AheY
hoc seen the last of them.
j• The beady-eYbd, smelly pair
are the survivors of a trio of
baby buzzards left on three censecigive mornings this week on
the front porch of the David
Lowrance family. Police disposed
of the third.
It all began when a prankster
left the
one :1 - "•ay, at
the Lowrance home.

Lowrance took the first buzzard to Dr. Herbert Hechenbleikner, city schols science coordingt' or and -.biologist. It was
dubbed Gruesome I. Mrs. Hechenbleikner telephoned the nature
museum and made arrangements
for a home for the 'buzzard.
Col. Calvin L. Partin
When Gruesome II showed up
cutive Committee of the Ameri- at the Lowrance household Tuescan Association of Colleges for day morning, Lowrance took it
Teacher Education; and as a directly to Hechentileikner at his
member of the Advisory Com- office. After work, Heehenbleiknthe inuemeie
mittee of the National. Teachers er took the
"He crossed me," his wife
Examinations. He has also served as consultant to state de- said. She was still stuck with
partments of education- In the Gruesome I and the nature murevision of state cersifleation ,re- seum thought it had been the
one she had called about.
quirements.
'
When she called ttie museum
A graduate, of Henderson - again, oficials were slightly lass
Brown
College,
Arkadelphia, than enthusiastic about having
Arkansas, and the University of one buzzard, much less two. But
Arkansas. Fayetteville, Dr. Stin- they reluctantly promised to pick
nett received his Doctorate from up Gruesome I. They didn't.
the University of Texas.
Friday, Mrs. Hechenbleikner put
Gruesome in her car and
little
He is author of a number of
publications in teacher educa- delivered him to the museum.
tion and several public school "I twisted their arm, I guess."
she said. It's not that she doesn't
.
text books.
like animals she said. Her husbRev. Mullin was graduated and beIngs them home all the
from Westminster College, and time.
And Gruesome I was rather
the Louisviele Presbyterian Sem-friendly once he got used to the
inary. He will receive his Mashouse.
ter of Theology Degree from
"He made a nice, sweet little
the Louisville Seminary in June. bird-like nbiie.- You'd enjoy hearto look
Before coming to Paducah in ing it if you didn't have
hire," she said.
1954, he was pastor for two years at
She said she has raised squirof the Gelncliff Presbyterian rels. rabbits and even rattleChurch in Nashville, Tennessee. snakes for her scientist husband.
Colonel Partin, a native of And she prefers the rattlers to
Bardwell, Kentucky, attended the baby buzzards.
Mrs. Lowrance. who had to
the University of Kentucky and contend with three of them
ithe West Point Military Acade- agrees.
my, from whicPt he graduated
in 1929.
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Rev. Joseph B. Mundt

Dr. T. M. Stinnett

Dr. T. M. Stinnett, heed of
the
National
on
Commission
Teacher Education and Prolesional Standards of the N.E.A.
and editor -of--the- Journalof
Teacher Education, and
Rev.
Joseph B. Mullin, ministee, First
Presbyterian Church in Paducah, will be commencement and
baccalaureate speakers, respectively at Murray State College's
thirty-fourth commencement.
Colonel Calvin L. Partin, artillery, chief of the U. S. Army
efilitary District. Kentucky, will
conduct commissioring exercises
for te ROTC.
The commencement speech is
scheduled for May 27 at 8 p.m.,
baccalaureate for May 26 at 3
p.m.. and ROTC commissioning
for May 23 at 3130 P-m•
Other commencement actlw,lties, honoring the 189 MSC June
graduates, include the Alumni
Banquet on May 25; the DepartC;trient of Business open house, an
industrial arts exhibit, the sixteenth annual Student Jury Art
Exhibit, an home economics ex-

hibit and open house on May
26; and the Senior-Faculty-Staff
Breakfast, a graphic exhibition
by the Art Department, and the
Murray State College Annual
Band Concert on May 27.

Joint PTA
Meet Held
°On Thursday

4

•

A joint meeting of the Elementary and High school P.TA.'s
was held Thursday evening at
7:30 in the Murray High auditorium.
The devotion was led by Mrs.
'Theodore Clock. Mrs. C. C. Low 1 y told of her trip to the Kentucky Congress of Parents and
Teachers held in Lexington and
thanked her committees for their
cooperatiote during the year.
The cup won by the Carter
Cutits at the basketball double
header last month, was presented
,to Mr. Dennis Taylor for the
Carter school. New officers inalled by W. Z. Carter include,
re A. A. Doherty, over-all
chairman; Mrs. James c Hart,
executive vice chairman. Mrs.
Joe Pat Ward. chairman Austin
Harry
School: Mrs
Whayne,
and
School
chairman
Carter
Russell Johnson. Murray High
Other officers are. Mrs Frank
Dibble, over-all treasurer; Mrs.
Edwin Larson, over-all secretary.
el Special _music was presented
by Mrs. Dined amkens. An art
exhibit by the students of Mrs.
Martha Nash was 'enjoyed by
the group.
The hostesses for the occasion
were: Mrs Holmes Ellis. chairman; Miss Kathleen Patterson.
Mrs. Wells Overbey, Mr. Ty
Holland. Mrs. Rue Overbey, Mrs.
Frank Ryan, Mrs. Tom Rowlett,
, Mrs. J. N. Outland, Mrs. Allen
1 Russell and Mrs. George Hart.

Dr. Stinnett, a native of Arkansas, has served as superintendent of schools, Stamps. Arkansas; as assistant state commissioner of education and director
of teacher education and certification with the Arkansas State
Department of Education; as Executive Secretary of the Arkansas e.uucation Association; and
as executive assistant to the
president of the University of
Arkansas.
He has held the office of president and vice-president of tile
National Association of State
Directors of Teacher Education
and Certification and the office
of secretary of the Southern
Conference on Teacher Education. He has served as a member
of the Accrediting Committee of
of
American
the
Association
Colleges for Teacher Education;
as a member of the Sub-Committee on Teacher Personnel of
the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools;
as a member of the Executive
Committee of the Council on
Cooperation in Teacher Education; and as a member of the
Directing Committee of the Cooperative Study for the Better
Utilization
of Teacher Cornpetences.
He now serves as Consultant
to the National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education; as a member of the Exe-
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Weather
Report

By UNITED PRESS
- Fair
. Southwest Kentucky
4
IVrid continued quite cool today,
tonight and Sunday with scattered areas of frost, likely early
Sunday morning High today 65,
low tonight 35.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 37. Lexington 31, Paducah 43. Bowling Green 39,
Covington 34. London 36 and
Hopkinsville 42.
Evansville, Ind., 40.

He has had active duty assignments in the Panama Canal
Zone. Hawaii, England, France,
Germany, and
on
numerous
military
post in the
United
States.

Bold Ruler Favored In 83rd
Running Of Kentucky Derby
By RAY KTRES
United Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 41
— A
bright, clear but chilly afternoon was forecast for the 83rd
running of the $153,300 Kentucky Derby today with Wheatley Steble's Bold Ruler favored
in the field of 10 speedy colts.
More than 100,000 fans will

Bulletin
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 111, —Gen.
Duke was scratched from the
Kentucky Derby today.
jam into Churchill Downs for
the -first of the Triple Crown
classics while millions watch the
drama unfold on television or
listen on radio.
Post time was 5:30 p.m. e.d.t.,
with 205 TV stations in this
country and 16 in Canada as
well as 210 radio stations carrying the show put on by CBS.
Bold Ruler, polished to perfection by Jim Fitzsimmons, was
an 8-5 favorite to grab the
winner's purse of $109,200 and
give the 82-year old trainer.. his
fourth Kentucky Perky victory.
Gen. Duke Loirte Set
Bold Ruler's arch rival, Calumet Farm's Gen Duke. coupled
in the race with stablemate Iron
Liege, was second choice at 9-5
since he apparently has recovered from the bruised foot which
made his status uncertain earlier
in the week.
Trainer- .Jimmy. Jetties hoped
to deterMine definitily early in
the morning whether '{hehorse
would start after a close examination and a thorough
. testing
'
of the injured foot.
Eddie Arcaro, the winningest
Derby rider of them all with

'PADUCAH tP — The Fulton
(City) Board of Education apparently has failed to submit
neeciterre-integratiee p
District Court here as ordered,
records in the clerk's office showed today.
Federal Judge Roy M. Shelbourne had ordered the Fulton
board to file "a comprehensive
Olen for the abolition and elimielation of alleged unconstitutional
-practices" by
. March - 25.•••16-'‘'•
The action came after a suit
was filed in Federal Court ,here
Jan. 31 by the parents of 16
Metro pupils wt. claimed they
were denied admission to Fulton
High School Sept. 5, 1956.
A check of the records Friday
revealed no such plan has been
filed.
School boards in Webster,
Union and Hopkins county have
filed integration plans in U. S.
District Court in Owensboro in
other court action brought to
weed racial integration of schools.
The first Hopkins County plan
as trmed 'inadequate"- and a
new one was ordered submitted.

1 Hospital News
7

five victories, rides Bold Ruler
in a rubber match with Gen.
Duke. Thus far - these craaerjack
colts have split four meetings.
Bold Ruler wining the Bahamas
and Flamingo Stakes and Gen.
Duke taking the Everglades
Stakes and the Florida Derby.
In the Florida Derby, Gen.
Duke equalled the world record
for Ile miles but Bold Rulei
came back with a smashing performance of his own. setting r
track record in winning th
Wood Memorial at Jamaica.
Hartack on "The Duke"
Bill Hartack, riding champion
for the past two years, ride:
Gen. Duke while Dave Erb, winner of the Derby a year ag,
with D. dr H. Stable's Needle.
is upon Iron Liege.
Grouped in a tight knot tot
third choice were Ralph Lowe'.
Gallant Man, second by a nose
to Bold Ruler in the Wood
Kerr Stable's Round Table, record-breaking winner of the Blin,
Grass Stakes; and Clifford Los
sky's Federal Hill, the locally.
owned winner of the Derby Tria'
and a record-breaker in winini
the Louisiana Derby.
Willie Shoemaker, who got
first Kentucky Derby victory
when he beat Nashua with Swaps
rides Gallant Man while Ralph
Neves is. up on Round Table.
Whistlin' Willie Carstens` ha s
Federal Hill.
Rounding out one of the flashiest fields ever assembled foi
the Kentucky Derby were John
L. Appelbaum's Miste Jive with
Hedley Wodhouse up; T. Alie
Grissom's Shan Pac with J. Ralph
Adams up:, William S. Miller's
Better Bee with Johpny Adams,
Ralph's father, riding, and Ada
L. Rice's Indian Creek, - George
Taniguchi.u.p.

Friday's scmpiete record TOTIOWS:
39
Census
65
Adult Beds
26
Emergency Beds
2
Patients Admitted
0
Patients Dismissed
I
New Citizens
Patients admitted from Wednesday 900 A.M. to Friday 9:00 A.M.
Mrs. Troy Vance, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. James Outland and
baby girl, Rt: 6, Murray; Mrs.
Garvin Bourland. Rt. 2, Murray;
Mr: Thomas Johnston, Rt. 2,.
Murray; Mrs. Noble fteed. Jr.
and baby girl, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mr. Rollie Elvis Kelley, 406 So.
4th St., Murray; Mr. Everett
Cleaver, Rt. 1; -Alm-o; Mrs. Vera
Outland, Rt. 6, Murray; Miss
Colleen Conner, 172 Woods Hall.
Murray; Mrs. Robert Leneave
and baby boy, 307 W. 13th St.,
Benton.

Woods Will Address
Six High Schools

Dr. Ralph Woods, president of
Murray State College will speak
at the commencement programs
of six high schools during May
and June.
Murray State handed Middle
His first address will be at
Tennessee a 9-1 set back yesters South Fulton High School. South
day behisI the (Our hit pitching ffulton, Tenn.. May 9. Others
of Tommy Wells and the timely • will be at Leitchfield High School,
hitting of Burly Mathis.
May 16; Cloverport High School,
Wells;the former Murray High May 17; Livingston County High
Ace, fanned nine and issued only School, May 21; Meade County
two walks in achieving his second High School, May 23. and Harristriumph. Mathis led sic Racers burg Township High School, HarJuni, 4
risberg.
(Continued On Page Six)

Wells In Stride
In 9-1 Victory

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100 -

United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON tIP — Funeral
services for Sen. Joseph R. Mc-

Carita_msill_lav held_ at 11

Vol. LXXVIII No. 107

Top Report Made
On Gas System

E.D.T., Monday in the Senate
chamber where he rose to fame
and later was condemned by his
colleagues.
The Senate services will be
The Murray City Council met
preceded by Catholic Mass at
night with Matt Sparkman
last
9
at St. Matthews
elected mayor pro-tern in.
Cathedral, where McCarthy wasthe absence.'of Mayor George
married in 1953.
Hart.
.4The Senale will meet briefly
In response for better lighting
a't noon Monday and adjourn out
.at the Little League 'park, Matt
of FeSpect for McCarthy.
Sparkman, Ben Grogan and Guy.
A committee of senators
Bilington were named to inaccompany the body from the
vestigate the present lights and
Senate chamber to Appleton,
to make recommendations to the
Wis., leaving at 2 p.m, E.D.T., council.
Monday.
Burial will be in Appleton at
It was directed that stop signs
noon Tuesday.
be placed on Ash street by
The decision to conduct the Shirley Florist ,and on Chestnut.
services in the Senate chamber street, where traffic enters Fourth
Senate from the east.
after
announced
was
Charlie Marr thanked the counleaders conferred with Mrs. Mctj. fur his appointment as Police
Carthy.
The Wisconsin foriatOblican died -Cfiferand• plegged the best work
at.. llettiesda - Naval Hospital late at his command.
A lengthy discussion was held
Thursday of a little understood
liver malady called "acute hepa- on the parking situation on Olive
titis." The immediate cause of Boulevard. The council decided
death was "acute hepatitic fail- to 'delay two ordinances which
ure"—failure of the liver to go had been prepared concerning
the controlling of parking, until
rking.
on
could be
Death came to the controver- a more thorough study
sial senator, who made hosts of made
enemies and friends with his
The mosquito spraying projtct
attacks on alleged Communists will be done again, this year
suddenin government, with a
with DDT and oil bthng used
ness that shocked the capital.
on the branches iii the city.
He had been ill for a number
Jack Bryan, Superintendent if
of weeks but did not enter the
Murray Natural Gas System
hospital until last Sunday. The the
a report to the council
Hospital said he was "seriously" made
which had been prepased by
Ill, but never publicly put him
Chester Engineers of Pittsburgh.
on the "critical" list.
Pennsylvania. The firm is acting
as consulting engineers on the
•
ey.t.io. •

in May of 1958 is included in
the bond issue, so the system
is now . concerned only With
operating costs and extension. .Begintiing in 1959, the system
will have tb pay interest on the
bonds from its sales..
The report made the recommendation that every effort be
made to secure as many new
customers as ISossible during the
summer,.especially large users.

Efficient Use
Being Made Of
FHA Funds

Four Civil
Suits On
Docket Early

The report gave a short. resume
of the history of the syitem and
itompliree..:ed Bryan on the manner in which it is being operated.
The report also indicated that
if sales of natural gas continue,
the bonds will be paid off as
they become.
7,
st ,4.
.Tit
The interest which is due
"three of them
Four civil
term,
winter
the
continued from
have been given dockets for the
coming session beginning May. 6.
it was learned today.
The James King vs. Murray
The Faxon Junior 4-11 Club
Memorial 'Gardens case will be
reheard May 7. That was origi- met May 2 in the sixth grade
nated in the last term because room of Mrs. Estelle Outland.
Seventeen girls and twelve boys
of a dispute over a debt.
L. L. Veale and 0. 0. Dublin, were present.
Following the call to order by
former business partgers, will
contest ,a suit involvinr payment vice-president Eddie Hale. the
minutes were read by. Marilyn
of a note. May 8.
Another continuance is t h e Duncan.
The pledges were said by 4-H
vs. 0. L. Parrish and Thomas
M. Knott trial now set for May members from the &WM-13. A Barker VS. Cole case is and sixth grades.
Ruth itoberts, eporter
schechiled to be heard May 20.

Faxon Junior 4-H
Meets'Thursday

-

Farm families in Calloway,
Graves and Marshall counties
who are using credit obtained
through the Farmers Home Administration are making efficient
use of the funds and are maintaining a good repayment record,
according to a report by the
agency's county supervisor, Raymond E. Hogue.
Many farmers are using the
loan funds to obtain better and
more modern machinery, higher
grade livestock including dairy
animals, to improve their pastures, to buy proper types and
amounts of. fertilizer and to Entine,. riretlar' steps toward better
1
•
fanulrig.
So far this fiscal year. or since
June 30 1956. farmers in c„altMarshall
and
oway. Graves
counties have -repaid a total- of
$75.239 on all tyOes of loans.
The Farmers Home Administration provides leans to farm
better, buy or improve farms,
build or renair farm buildings
improve soil and water conservation practices, meet emergency
needs, or take care of certain refinancing problems. Mr. Hogue
Farmers Home Administration
credit is supplied on the basis
of supplementing credit from
:soureee he explained. The
o
s
loans are available only when
other lenders are not in position
to, supply the credit the farmers
need to get the greatest possible
returns from their land a n d
family labor resources.
The average time taken by
armers in the above counties
o repay their loans for farm
oneratirlif ,purpoces and to re:1th
the point whs.re they can obtain
the creak they need from conventienal *lenders. is approximately 5 years for farm operating loans and 15 to 20 years real
-.trite loans. Mr. Hogue said.
Befere a loan is .closed. the,,
agency and the applicant plan
ahead to make sure thet every
loan will he repayable frnm
. credit, farmers
tiorto
addiirr
n ned
"IPIn
Js Farmers Home Administra'km luans _receive necessary aid
,eith farm and home management problems awl in kcepipg
record' that help them to keep
!heir' farm business on a sound
financial basis.
The FHA office which serves
Ihe above three counties is located on the third floor of the court
house in Mayfield. and is. open
Monday through Friday from
4100 am. to 5:00 p.m A representative of the Farmers Home
Admtnistration is at the ASC
office at - Benton each 2nd and
4th Wednesday from 9.10 until
11:30 a.m.. and at the ASC office
it Murray each 2nd and 4th
Wednesdaey from ,1:00 until 3:00
p.m.

Workshop To Be
Held On Monday

LONE OAK, East side of the county, 1903, Back row, Ira Tripp, Harvie Hillerman, Genrge-Fenney, Otie Compton, Walter Compton, Henry,_ Jackson,
• 7
-.
.
Hugh Thompson, Bob I,ovett, Odie McDaniel.
Second row, Archie Tripp, Herman Holland, Clive Compton, Gracie Compton, Corao Wallser, Ores Williams,.
Maud Holland.
lila Compton. Daisy Fisney, Salle Billington, Mavis Holland, Jessie Maupin, Nara Dainsworth,
•
Third row, May Billington, L. D. Hale, Bessie Billington.

The annual Foundation Program Workshops for School Administrators will convene in the
Little Chapel at MSC Monday
10:00 are to 4:00 pm.. Robert
R. Martin. State Superintendent
of Public Inslructione announced
today.
Various phases of the program
will be dyclussed which Is in
conjunction with several other
meetings' to be held at state
colleges. '
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End Of A Short Reign
MAJOR LEAGUE

PUBLISHED 111( LEDGER
TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lees
Consolidation, cst the Murray, Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and Toe
.*es-Heraid, October Al. 193B, and the West Kentuckian. January
U. 1942. !,•:JAMES C MILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Aaverusang, betters to the Editor,
ar Punic Voice items which in our opinion are not tor Use bast
one-est of our leaders.
e.sel'IUNAL ItesPliesSENTATIVES: WALLACE WiTMER CU, Seise
Monroe, Alemptus, I
0 Vara. Ave., hew York, a07 N. Micrugoi
eve- Chicago. du Bolystoe St.. seatoz.

National League
W L Pct GB

*Merest a: use Post Odice, hmeray. hentucey, fbr tranamiusiou as
Second Claes Matter

al,waukee
Trooklyn
St. Loetis
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
New York
Pittsburgh
Chicago

BUBSCRLPT1ON RATES. By Carr.er in Murray. per week auc, per
ileusisn _Bac. in Caluivirey a
aciessnase counuea, per jessr easoke.
arnr-re, sass).
SATURDAY — MAY 4, 1957
WOMLN '1A1aING JOBS

,,,orgua04.4)41ip.res.jag..44,..6•,-464_78a)
,

_
Tu-dth. tflat's !Ging b oy, listens dazedly as Referee Frank Sikora tolls
Th-C-PULLMER.
percent UI Lae zenloricaiS Singie women are Wardoff the fatal count which returned the middlew eight championship to its four-time owner,,Suging anti tnree out oi every ten an e/a are employed outar Ray Robinson. A crowd of 14,753 watched tn e favored Fullmer - drop his crown midway
the fifth round of the bout at Chicago Stadium which grossed $158.643. plus a Radio-TV melon
slue the home.
of $100.000.
eInternational Soundphbto)
,
Inc numuer of working wives has.increased 6St in
-OP
Len years, and were are now i2,Vt.L.,0vat)
the labor
Once More The Middleweight King
turce oi int Lnitea-states. ats the Einnuer of woraing
•
inei:eases LliC single women on pay rthis idecieas:
nig uecauae girls antr- a.omen untiaj younger
an ever
ueiore.
UAL eneta trus radical change will 'nave on the ILIture ui. Inc truerit.au tiume reniaina' to be seen, bat
changes in-nouarkeepitig are taking place atiout as fait.
as Use ellishee In our attelLUtle LuWatiUs Ssureing women.
in ever.> inaustriai centeg mere are euiciently_ operateu et-mu-care ceaters, kinuergartens ant. -nurserie-a,
anti a nim.uuuni 01 own. is requiietl 1,0 keep mimes anti
apartments in oruer aa comparea wain past generations.
vv omen %t no remain at nome are caring in uecreasnig
duties.. too. Alazky tasks ober
aj work Isor
only are ueiug pertoimeu uy women. inis incivaea garuehaig allu att- ping lne 15%'. ii moweu anti trimmed.
• some inaj ciepioie :tile cilauging circler, out It nadao
come. it is that way In any nigilly inaustrialized society.
1% fled iactories brat starteu airing women we tnougnt
it V. S uecauae Inert was a saortage UL men. ‘be nua
know there are tnuusanus 01taasas %%omen periorm much
DeLt.cr Ulan men anti aeverai umea as many mei au
equally as well.
,
inc ieuerai wage and hour• law has served woraen
to a mucn
-axaent tnan men uecause iauor untuna
have tatac..
--age anti nour prouiem in all
major tri.-..
•
tne Lelnale labor iorce
is nut as
oeen favurabie to the inTIME in his long ring tin
:sugar Luis iteuinson nears the Moe' .•1
creasing numuer
Pun r,e PAJIL.r• I
KWArts Is Issie 'current dethe croWd proclaiming him the champ as he pla nts.a kiss oft the jaw he recently smote in knotkmand ior goods, and
`,tign prices tney tettn in Inc
of West Jordan, Utah. The end came
tog the middleweight crown from the head of G ene
matraet-piace. itus aema.nd .nai-Macie it ',roma/any for
two soLd lefts to the _nuclr/111 and a sizzling;gist& ay in the fifth round at Chicago
inanutacturers ta pay lawmen goon Wages, or rather to
tight :u the jaw brought' an end to Fullraer's' In tcrini championship.
reiax the age-old tendency to pay the lowest wage .pcia(International SoundphotO)
•••••

AllI.A1U1 •

,01,*•..

AM, 4,.

•

is 2 .isai
10 4 .714 2
.5..tia 41
8 7 .533 411
7 7 .500 5
6i
6 9
t4 11 Ser_.
3 11 .2fr 9
4j,j

YeittielleriRltI
Brooklyn 6 St. Louis 0,'night
Cincinnati 11 New York 10, night
Philadelphia 9 Chicago 6, night
Milw. 8 Pittsourgh 7, night, 11
• inn.

Today'e•(uaes
St. Lb* at Brooklyn
Cincinnati at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh
Tomorrow's Games
Milwaukee at Brooklyn
Chicago at New York (2)
St. Louis at Philadelphia 42)
Cincinnati at Pittsourgh (2,

American League
Chicago
New York
Cleveland

Boston
Kansas City
Detroit
!Baltimore
t Washington

W L
II 2
9 5
s7 6
8 7
7 9
7 9
68
4 13

Pct
843
643
.538
533
438
438
429
235

GB
21.2
4
4
511
5t2
51,2
9

Milwaukee *White Sox
Settle Down To Long Lead
By MILTON RICHMAN
sinker-ball pitcher Gerry Staley'
United Press Sports Writer
were the key cogs in the White
The Chicago Senile box ann Sox' triumph over the Senators.
Milwaukee Braves are oil to Dolay drove in four runs with -their
. best starts in history and a double, single and infield out.
while neither has begun printing while Staley held Washington
World series ockess yes, both to two runs az.er coming to
appear to be settling down to starter Bob Keegan's rescue in .e'
1
a long, cozy, stay in first place. the second inning.
The White Sox reeied off their
Bobby Thomson's single with
llth victory in 13 games and
their fifth in a row uy licking the bases loautie in the 11th
Washington, 11-ti Friday. Best provided the Braves with their
previous start by a White box sictory over the Pirates. Bankes:club was 10 otit of 13 way bacat /Sisson, whose three-run homer i',V.highlighted a six-run outburst ts;
in 1020.
And the Braves made it 12 in the sixth, star,ed the Braves
victories in 14 starts with an on the read to victory with a s..s
11-inrung 8-7 decision over the triple in the 11th. Red Murff
Pirates triday night. Up to now, was the winner although Warren
the best season's start' by any Spahn was rushed in when PittsMilwaukee club was
or -WW1 threatened -la -the- last of
the 11th.
12 last year.
Brooklyn remained two games
Big Don Newcombe scattered to
behina the pace - setting Braves five hits in beating the Cardinals
by beating St. Louis, 6-0, at for the
ninth straight time.
Jersey City Friday night, while
Whiaanant Paces Redlegs
Cincinnati defeated the Giants, A three-run homer by pinch-'s
11-10, and the Phillies handed hitter Pete- Whisenant in the
tne Cubs their eighth straight ninth cried
itecUegs to deefat, 9-6.
their triumph over the Giants,
Yanks Beat A's
why had gone ahead 10-8 on
The Yankees stayea with 2iis flank Sauer's three-run homer
games of the first-place White in the sixth. Gus Bell and Red
Sox with an 8.5 decision over Schoendienst also hit Isomers. .4
the Athletics in the American
Trailing by five runs, the Cubs
League, while • Detroit blanked
Boston, 6-0. Inclement weather rallied to tie their game with
caused postponement of the Balti- the Phils at 6-6, out relief pitchers Vito Valenoneiti anct Dick
more-Cleveland game.
Litbefielci each Sorced in runs
with bases-loaded walks in the
seventt, to give Philadelphia the
victory. 'ffie Cubs hurt their
Today's Games
cause witn five errors, four of
them by rookie second baseman
New York at Chicago
Outfielder Larry Doby ant Casey Wise.
-Yankees Seek advanta-ge.
Washington at Kansas City, night
of three unearned runs in the'
Baltimore at Detroit,. night
seventh to beat the Athletics.'
Boston at.Cleveland
Don Larsen racked up his second
victory in relief of starter ,Bob
eurley, who was knocked out
Tomorrow's Games
an the sixth,.
Paul Fuytack tossed a four-hit
New Yurk at Chicago (2) •
shutout at the Red Sox for his
Washington at Kansas City
first victory. Tiger teammate
Baltimore at Detroit
Boston at Cleveland (2)
Frank House homered.

Yesterday's Resafts

Duke Nurses Sore Foot

!Chicago 11 Washington 6
! Detroit 6 Boston
, New York 8 Kansas City 5
,Balti. at Cleve., night, .ppd., cold

Courtney And
Dressen To
Forget Rub-in

And just to prove that even
It is well fur all our human welfare organizations,
' a blind pig will find an acorn-1
including our churches anti our aastautions cot signer
once in a while, let we tell i
CHICAGO 41/4 —Senator catchseu about 1951. ihat was the
er Clint Courtney was back in
learning, to keep close taus on the changes taking place
sear old Fearless, using his
Washington today, smarting from
in our labor turces. but over-all reports wound inultatte
customary scientific in ethos! •a $200 line fur "insuooroinatiun
we are taking them in striae and most people are look'came up with Count 'nal %Merl ,
and a possible Iractured linger,
I won to the merry tune of $31.20.'
but ,manager Chuck Dressen saes
tug turaard to t;etter dais to come.'
I The shit duesn't know when to
the Whole thing was"a mountain
Some still view changes with alarm, especia 1'1 y
out of a molehill."
ahanges so radical as to affect our homes anti our %Vaal,
Keep Odds Up
Dressen allegedly slapped the
But
if
promise
you
not to
but we had better go slow in criticizing working women
By OSCAR FRALEY
By FRANK EIDGE Jr.
fine on the scrappy backstop
knock down* the odds, let me
I
United
'Neter
Sports
Press
United Press Staff Correspondent when the two eon:hanged heateu
because 11106t of us hate tiwn1 in our own tamilles.
1 NEW Yolth. •tis — This is te/i )ou about Gallant Man.
-MIAMI 'IP —Bet - a - thousand words in the dugout alter Courtlius
And we might mention the history of the last three 1guing to be a fractured
kid
is
out
of
Mandell
bit. ' • uy Migule which
Saul Sinserman 'is brushing off ney was hit by a foul Up
oft
la
the
way
wars in which we have engaged 'will nut be complete
In order it will break: Ben
us horse experts talk about hm buyers who might pay him 5 the bat of Cleveland outfield(
without giving ample recognition to work women per- Jones' blue suede, shoes, Sunny mammy anti peppy. Now take million dollars for .his losing Bobt Usher on eveunesuay.
Jim Fitzsimmons'
Fearless
The blow tore the nail off tis
-formed, and the contribution they made to supply their Fraley's lis e-year heart;
named Oscar uJt ticket on Tropical Park.
losing streak it from a buyneighuerhaod,
The blupt=spoken little mil- little finger ol Cutartney's throwtough
anya
.01
sons, brothers and husbands at the front with the equip- in the Kentucky Derby 'and, it
lionaire,
who
bets
up to $20,000 ing hand. According to Courtney,
aling with tainise names like
is to be hope, my buiskmaker's
ment they needed.
muse has to' learn early hew a day and $2,500,000 a. year on X-rays taken in Chicago showeu
bank.
the horses, says, "1 hese to own the hand was -broken. According
Since nearly a third. of the American labor force is
Because .old Fearless herewith to light or run. I. can tell you a rate; track to break even."
to Dremen, the X-rays revealeo
female there iS little 'wonder that the Associated Pres.s ano torr.witn is picking Ualiant lust hand tnat Oscars and horses
But Silberman ha's discovered a minor fracture- ut the little
tson t light.
to
.Man
win
Saturday's
tl3ru
says the old saw that the "place for women is in the
that running a hoise plant causes finger.
running ul the jaunt for the
C.:anent Man can go.. His first more headaches than Making a
home- is as dead as the dodo bird.
mint jute
piece of grounu (inure horse dollar from the federal govern- "We sent Courtney back home
Ins is, as
1 expert talk) was in Inc Wood rnent. A congre.ssiunal committee' for more X-rays just be sure,"
I earl pt to reusual, an member Memoriai and lie was beaten learned that Silberman .once
par- Dressen said. "That's the way
CALUMET FARM'S trainers Jimmy Jones (left)
in
thestandirit:
hai
g nii
r a ;annualtaan only a buoying nose by ktora layed $6,000 into $1,175,000 we operate."
and Ben Jones solemnly contemplate the sore foot
Down
kt-oavorite Club.
the
Courtney'
Dressen
and
Beth
through "windfall profits" on a
of Kentucky Derby favorite Gen. Duke while awaitBecause
tiy
o most
. Ledger & Times File
Federal Housing Authority (FH- said they'd just as soon forget
'this isamong
folks 1 Ls experts contend jockey A) project us Baltimore.
„rie"stna t ub.
ing arrival of special shoes. Expectation is that the
tt
their run-in ever occurred.
ConJohnny Choquette made his ratia.e
"I was mad because 1 hurt
special foot-gear will make it poasible for the threeCarnie Hendon of the Murray Post Office. was netted
criticized Siluerman
DuiE
r)e too early. It'll be up to Willie gressmen
ironray hand," Courtney said. -1
year-old to go in Saturday's classic ,at Churchill
out
took
nu
action.
as delegate to the National Convention of the Woodmen g
ral
ar,ama
ng and.sUoCtiy
GeLintloutirr:huli°hie Shoemaker, who will sub lor
Downs.
(International Soundphoto)
The Ilorma Racing Commis- muttered something in the uugout
of the World in New Orleans some time in October at I airing
to make the right
the
that the
play
how
only
about
once
I
the state W.0.%%,., tonaantioh- held at Louisville's Seel- Dig three win collapse from !Move Saturday — and if he sion however, issued, Silberman every four, five uays and that
:ouesn't, l'ai- base to....becaube a losing ticket on his horse race one time I have to hurt my
bach Hotel on MonAay, Tuesday of this week.
COLIC. .
.
track on • April 4. It revoked hand. Dressen heard me aria
11 ve send my ?lean-lours on it.
Make Like 'Expert
Larry "Buttons'. Harris has broken the college recAny essay who es er tigures to ; But as us experts say: The Tropical's license because Sil- made a comment. i guess after
ord of the year by catching a four and three qUarter
berman bet -on credit" and let
.pnce is tight.
one word just led to anpound bass on a home made line. The bait was construct- oe anybody ih_Lhe glioett.
friends use his, track telephone that
other."
ed from the followilig materials: a top from a thermos has to Make eke an expert in;
to
call
nookmakers.
Dressen denied ever saying he
bottle, a clothes pin. ten ti'sh hooks, a piece of red flan- can one. So 1 in an expert.
SIX-FOOT BABY
WE HAVE IT
Eser since, ouyers hace 4ined plannecir
WE WILL GET IT
I hese to acumt, tuts, that
trade Courtney benel, two safety pins, two large feathers and a baby spoon. ray recent an T the Derby never
up to acquire the trarimutuel cause of to
the
incident.
Miss Ann Herron was-trustess .to the AACW Book permitted any ot the reef:leis.
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
CHICAGO le — Csinerais at gold mine which cost Silberman
Club at her horn-es in Hazel Monday evening:
to retire to a sine-cusered ca- Broiiisocid Lou pieudis-• announc- 52,00,000 in 1953. License or no
-Ma•s Mary Williams of Frankfort is spending this ter; uniess trunga has'e changed ed that Pamela the guatke has license, Silberman says flatly, he could not • indulge seriously
week in Murray:
ims, the other sloe 01 the hill.
given birth to a six-lout tau)
. "the track is not for sale." He until he got the FHA "windfall"
That money launched him in!'
In the last Lew years I have hey thank its a boy. i he new- turned down an offer of $4,300,Mr. and :qrs. Fred Gingles were among those who
sports at Randall Park in Ohio,
has more trouble than the Pitts- comer's spindly iegs gase 'way' 000 in February.
attended K.E.A. in. Louis‘ille last week.
tadrati Pirates anti Kansas City the inument it was Loch
as' In possibly the greatest gamble controlling interest In- the Cleve-Amiens-3 cornoineo.
aiway happens to crane baffles. of his career, the Cherubic Sil- land Browns prefessional fool But lii never give up as long —andii., sex won I Ut ideritifieu berman is wagering that the ball team and ownership of
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
as you east rrieney.
until its strong enougn
stanu. Florida Supreme Court will let Cleveland harness racing track
East Maple St.
104
Phone 282
him continue to operate 7.ropical
All were sold for.. a tidy profit. I
Park'. But the gamble couln be
Ledger & Times File
passed away at her home following an extended illness like one of the
frequent horse
ox complications.
"tips" Silberman t,&..ks. Most of
Mr. • Jack Fanner. who lives in College •Addition,
She is summed by two daughters, Mrs. Will Calluart, them lose.
was awarded the beautiful living room suite which was of karmingion and Miss Emma Keel and four sons, all
Officials Of two other race
given away free:by The Ladger & Times here Saturday well known Calloway- Countians, Ira, Altred, Jim and etracks, Hialeah ..aild Gullstream
INSURANCE AGENTS
afternoon at 2:311 o'clock in the- presence of a crowd John Keel.
Park, would like to buy TropiAUTOMOBILE — FIRE — CASUALTY
which was conservat iv en estimated 'at ,2,300.
One of the most, important business transactions' in cal. turn it into a housing devel'Lovely new 'Reines, have been and are -being- built in • Murray in some''timewas'completed' fast Thursday when op_tnent-and erilit-the:trock's racelar
the city by Mr. and Mr, Ralph IcCuistoit, Mr. and Mrs! -Jell Farris and C. C. Salmon. purchased the Parker Bros. ing' dates between them.
Telephone 331
Gatlin Building
..
Silberman,
"whose short and
Frank Holcomb, Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Wallis. Mr. and Bakery here..
a
•
aWir
at
it
o
roly-poly
figure, slanting. bushy
314-,.- Hillard Rogers, Mr. it-pd Mrs. Dick She
She'll an d ,.\1r.
Murray,
Mr. and •Mts. IlunteTrl.ove and c
. hildeep 'and Mr. and ' f•yu•brov.Is and bea.kisit nose make
Kentucky
TAT
and Mrs. Harry -Jenkins. :
•, Mt's. .1. E. Ilaywood'visited.relatives at Columbia.. Tana,„ tisim a prime subjert for carierrMrs.'Annie Keel,. beloved matron: of the Elm Grove Sunday. Miss Lorene Smith of Concord, accompanied turfs admits he started
betting
"It Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
section, joined her husband in death Sunday ,when she them.
on horses at the age of 12. But

Gallant Man
Picked To
Win Derby
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Brushes Off
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PICTURE STORY OF EMBATTLED YOUNG JORDAN KING
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Rags To Riches Soviets Begin
Story Is Told Series Of
By Star
Propaganda

Editor's Note: Aline Mosby is
By K. C. THALER
on vacation. Today, Clint Walker, United Press
Staff Correspondent
star of the high-rated TV show,
LONDON
"Cheyenne.," tells his story of
— Soviet 'leaders
have revived their series of
rags to riches.
propaganda missions which they
By CLINT WALKER
believe helped boot Russian presWritten For United Press
HOLLYWOOD SPI
In the tige in Southeast Asia and Eupast two years, since I turned rope last year.
into a 'somebody' from a guy
The new tours range from
nobody knew, a lot of folks
Peiping to Vienna and Helsinki.
have asked how it all came
With Hungary safely back unabout. The answer is surprisingly
der the yoke of Moscow and
simple. I got to;
,be "Cheyenns"
signs of 'unrest gradually disthrgh a aring_ALSkeogrep i 1
:---frinn - other -sateTt
"flu kes."- •
countries. Soviet leaders apparThe first one happened about
ently teel the time has come to
five years ago at a dusty fork
restore the shaken Russian presin the road in Texas. My job as
tige outside the Soviet Union.
a cow-puncher and ranched dried up like most of the water in
China Is First
Left: King Hussein sits in a British Vampire T-11 during visit to Britain In 1953. Right: At Harrow
after
Texas
a
long
killing
The new campaign, though so
during his British education. Hussein (arrow) Is at left. Second left is his cousin. King Falsa/ of
drought. So my wife Lucille and far smaller in scope than that
Iraq. They wear "boater" straw skinuners traditional with Harrow students.
our one-year-old Valerie piled of 1958, • is reminiscent of' the
into but mbdel-A and headed whirlwind tour undertaken last
for damper country. When we sprtng by Premier Nikolai Bulcame to this fork and stopped, I ganin and Communist Party
had $15.12 in my pocket. I sug- Chief Nikita Khrushchev.
gested we turn right and head
The Moscow "travel season"
for Florida. My wife said maybe
we should turn left for California opened last week wilp President
since she had a cousin living Klementi Voroshilov's visit to
there. We did and ended up in Peiping. The 76-year old president described his trip to ComLong Beach.
munist China as a "good will
Held Different Jobs
I worked there at a whole visit." Keeping the Sino-Russian
string of different jobs but I re- alliance in good working order
methber two of them best — is one of Moscow's chief preprivate eye and bouncer. As a occupations.
Voroshilov will also visit Indodetective, I had no trouble with
men but some of the ladies got nesesia, where President Sukarno
rough so I quit. As a bouncer in shows ever-incteasing signs of
a night club, things went along swinging his government to the
fine until I had to throw a guy Left, and the Mongolian Peoples
Accompanying his father, King Talal (left), on Hussein with Queen Dina and their daughter
out one night. Since I was big- Republic.
visit to Rome. In 1952 Talel was deposed as men- Princess Ails. Recently It was reported they are
Anastws Mikoyan, first deputy
ger than he was, I didn't want
tally M. and Hussein was crowned. Regency ruled. on verge of divorce.... She's 7 years older than he.
to hit him so I picked him up prime minister- and the No. 1
under my arm. When he wig- trouble shooter in the Kremlin,
DEVELOPMENTS INDICATE it's a 21-year-old iron hand that's ruling in Jordan as King Hussein takes
firm steps to put down pro-Communists and stick by the west. Ills taking of the right fork In the
gled and kicked I squeezed a travels west this week. He has
international political road has strengthened the western position in the Middle East. (international).
little bit and cracked a couple scheduled a trip to Austria "to
of his ribs. That's when my next maintain contact with Austrian
statesmen and political figures."
'geographical fluke' happened.
Speculation in diplomatic cirton, dropped 17 cents from the a changing trend in the pattern
I was looking through job ads
previous week.
of annual car sales, and predict- when I spotted a story about cles has it that Mikoyan's misEarnings Reported Up
ed the automobile industry would homesteading in Nevada. I read sion will be two-fold: to win
First quarter earnings of most reach a possible maximum sales it to Lucille and the next thing Austrian good will by a possible
metalworking companies were re- total of 6.100,000 with output I knew, we were parking our offer to release the country from
ported higher than those of a slightly higher. Earlier predic- trailer on a three-acre spot just Some of its economic commityear ago, and Steel predicted tions by executives in the auto- outside Las Vegas.
ments to Russia, and to caution
that metalworking's profits may mobile industry had set 1957's
the independent nation against
Becomes Deputy Sheriff
reach an all-time high during sales total at about 6,500,000
Because of my size. 6 feet, t any alignment with the West.
the current year if producers cars.
Soviet Eyes Austrian*
inches and 235 pounds, I got a
Moscow has been watching
eon maintain the present ratio
The trend, Steel said, is toward job as deputy sheriff at the
• CLEVELAND '114 — For the of earnings to sales.
a constant year-round sales cam- Sands Hotel. That's where Van Austria for some time and his
first time in many weeks, steel
Smaller first quarter net prof- paign, with auto makers beginand Evie Johnson and a lot. of expressed displeasure with the
production for Ingots and castings its., as compared to 1956, were ning to spread steel buying
Hollywood people kept urging me country's attitude during t h e
held steady at 90 per cent of reported by only nine ef 30 throughout the year. The car
to try acting. Lucille said it was Hungarian revolution, when Ausrated capacity, Steel Mazagine manufacturers listed in the weekly manufacturers are reported buytria became a willing host to
up to me.. said today.
magazine. Only seven of 18 steel- ing steel on a need basis, thereby
So we changed our geographi- thousands of Hungarian refugees.
.,
Up until the week ending makers reported net profit slumps keeping inventory costs at a
Russia's reminder to Austria
and hit the
April 21, the industrial output from last year's totals. Reasons minimum. The piecemeal buying cal location again
road for Hollywood. A few at that time that it is a neutral
had been slipping at a rate of given for the reported decreases is possible in the auto industry
months later. I tested at Warner country carried threatening overone-half of one per cent a week. in net profit were rising costs because manufacturers don't have
tones.
Bros.
and ended up as "Cheyen',The 90 per cent output, lowest and special problems by each te stockpile against strike or
The tour campaign will reach
ne."
rate of the current year, yielded firrn.
price hikes.
when I see myself every its climax early in June when
Now,
2,303.500 net tons, the metalThe aircraft and electrical inThe magazine said most of other Tuesday on the ABC-TV* Bulganin and Khrushchev reworking weekly said.
dustries led the brightest profit General Motors' loss will be
sume their travels outside the
The publication's arithmetical forecasts, with substantial in- sustained by the Buick, Olds network. I reach out and pat my . Soviet frontier with a visit to
base price composite of finished creases over last year. Aluminum and Chevy divisions. Ford is road maps and say "thanks" to neighboring Finland.
steel remained at $139.71 per and copper showed general de- expected to increase from 28.2 those "geographical flukes."
Diplomats predict t h e two
net ton for the week ended April rieses for the first quarter of to about 30 per cent of the
leaders will make the most of
24. Its price composite on steel- 1957.
that trip by reverting to the
market production, and Chrysler
„
making scrap, at $42.50 per gross
,lie. weekly publication noted will probably rise from 17 to
line of peaceful co-existence. This
line marked their tours in Asia
20 per cent of the market, Steel
and Britain last spring when
said.
they liberally advanced the soften-the-line strategy in the wake
of their much-debated de-Stalinization campaign.
Russian prestige has suffered
EDITOR'S NOTE: Aline Mosby heavily in the Scandinavian counis on vacation. Today's Hollywood tries since the Soviets crushed
column is by Virginia Mayo. the Hungarian uprising -with
DAVIS. Calif. —art— A -natu- who wants to set straight various force. It resulted in cancellation
of invitations issued earlier to
ral greenhouse" in Mexico may reports that she is retiring.
Bulganin and Khrushchev by
be the ultimate source of better
Sweden, Norway 'and Denmark.
By VIRGINIA MAYO
sweet potato varieties for CaliforWritten For United Press
nia production, a plant scientist
2
HOLLYWOOD lit — When my
at the University of California
husband Michael O'Shea stated
at Davis reports.
G. C. Hanna, a vegetable crops' Fevera 1 months ago that he planspecialists, is carrying on re- ned to retire, he meant every
search at the Mexican agricultur- word of it. But he didn't include
al field s'ation near Vera Cruz me, although newspaper stories
on Mexico's Gulf coast, where said both of us intended to give
up acting.
growing conditions are ideal.
I am still under contract anti
'Hanna and some Mexican coworkers have planted several active at Warner Bros. I -just
plots of different sweet potato finished appearing in "Execution
varieties. With bees, long days, Night," which is a "Conflict"
and the year round blooming sea- series TV film, and my last
son, cross polination occurs na- motion picture. "The Big Land,"
turally.
was only recently released.
Option time is October and
The multitude of natural crosses produced has enabled Hanna we'll see what happens then,
ti bring seeds from the best of but if I stay at Warner Bros.
these back to Davis. Eventually, I will have completed 10 years
the best varieties may be accepted with the studio net February.
conmercial production
That's a long time for any star
to have an exclusive contract
with the studio next February.
very Small contract lists. I don't
mind boasting about it.
Mike's announcement that he
was going to retire was promoted
by our desire to move away
ROYAL OAK. Mich. —4-P— A from Los Angeles traffic and
parent's signature on an excuse smog to a smaller community
slip may become passe 'as the or perhaps a cattle ranch. We
dunce cap. if a plan at Dondero bought our home in the San
High School catches on.
Fernando Valley nine years ago
A new honor system at that because it was out in the counschool lets students fill in their try. Now it is bordered by truck
own absentee blanks. So far, routes and business places.
school officials, teachers and parIt's natural for Americans to
ents are pleased with the results. want a home where there is
TWO SONS of Lee Tung Did,
r TWO VIEWS Of USArs new supersonic ejection seat show W. B.
• •
open space. That was one of
81, help him down plane ramp
'Harwell, a Convair chief, in normal flight position and (lower)
AN INSIDE JOB
the pioneers' reasons for going
in San Francisco on his arrival
iwith seat rotated 90 degrees for launching Into the airstream.
West. But it's difficult to find
from the Orient, and then heard
Pilot's legs are positioned against his chest by foot supports and
ROME (111
Police heedquar- wide open spaces anymore. Not
a tale of torture and extortion.
'contoured seat pan. The seat is ejected automatically in this positers said a score of officers who without traveling a long distance
Lee, born in San Francisco,
tion by a smell rocket motor. These scenes were made in Pasaanswered a bank alarm found from your work.
went to China in 1939, and, he
dena, Calif. Object of the new design is to arrive at a seat which
clerk Silvan° Fanciullacci workMike and I have engaged a
said, after tho Communists
will hold its position and not flip around when ejected. In wind
ing overtime, with his knee new business manager and he_ took over he was jailed
repeat-tunnel testa this one held steady. Next it will receive rocket
unconsciously pressed against the has induced Mike not to give
edly and forced to turn over
altd tigf.at EL4warda Air Forcs bye. /international gosurdphotost
hidden alarm button on his desk. up Ishow business at this time.
110,000„
.(Internajionoi)
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Star May
Retire Also

PAGE TITRES

Crash Technique
Taught To Flyers
FORT WORTH, Tex. — aft —
The Air Force has begun to train
its them in the techniques and
tensions of how to crash a plane.
Plane crews learn
to
through electrical storms, 'with
one or more engines in flames,
and
crash-land
without ever
leaving the ground.
It is -paresor the training program at Carswell Air Force
Base, owner of one of three
13,36 flight simulators in existance.
The simulator has no engines,
landing gear, wings or tail.
Nothing, in fact, but a nose and
flight deck. It is used to find out
how well pilots and engineers respond t,o emergencies that could
arise while they are flying real
The flight deck is designed for
realism. Engines roar, lightning
flashes and all the instruments
register exactly as they would
under flight conditions. There is
even the screech of tires on the
runway when the "plane" lands.
Once an aircraft commander,
first pilot,- liner
eneineer
crawls into the simulator, a staff
outside under Maj. Joseph Boston starts dealing them trouble.
Living Dangerously
By flipping switches, Major
Boston and his crew can ,create
such makesbelieve emergencies
as engine fires, runaway props,
icing conditions and electrical
fires.
To make the fires more realistic, smoke is piped into the
cockpit from a shorted wire outside.
"We call it malfunction junction," Boston explained. "It's so
real a veteran pilot with 8,600
hours fliying time to -h
-b
- credit
crawled after taking the test and
qbserved that he didn't know he
had been living so dangerously."
The simulator was built by
Curtiss-Wright Corp. in Carlstadt, N. J. It includes a fantasmaze of equipment that required
three moving vans in transfer.
For example, it has 1,250 vacuum tubes and 500 miles of
wiring. It cost $1.500,000 to build
and can be "flown" at a cost of
$135 an hour. By comparison,
it cost $2,500 an hour for a
crew to fly a real B-36.
Then, too, when you "crash"
in the simulator, everybody gets
up and walks away.

mei

times and travels at his own
risk.
—When getting ready to make
a right turn, get as far over
to' the left as possible so that
when you turn you can snarl
up traffic for half a block all
around.
Independent Souls
The drivers are independent
souls. The hired car in which
Iswas being hurtled along the
other evening got a little too
fast, and we asked 'the driver
to slow down. He turned around
and, without easing the speed
a bit, explained: "I like to drive

Rome
Cor
Cot"' -On
Traffic Ills
By DOC OUIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
ROME (1P — To traffic comMissioners, chiefs of police, and
mayors everywhere: Relax, boys.
You think you've got traffic problems? Come on over here and
be happy.
This town has the world's
champion floating traffic snarl.
It's a free-for-all, in its own
way. Everybody joins in — bicycles, motor scooters, little autos,
isas._
autos,
saiseel sautes.,
baby
bbtit
carriages, buses, and peTraffic moves on a sort of
muddle-through policy, accompanied by plenty of arguments.
The method of driving can only
be described as furious. Two
cars wil careen toward each
other at an intersection and
slide to a halt with front fenders
half an inch apart. Then the
drivers emerge and wave their
arms at each other while traffic
waits.
Cars Are Small
Most 'of the cars are of the
small, European type. If they
had huge and ever-growing monsters like those in the United
States, the streets might get
jammed beyond all hope of clearance.
As for the pedestrians, the
appro•seel method of crossing the
street is to saunter out in the
middle of the block, hands in
pockets, gazing at the skies or
talking animatedly with a companion. In some blocks, 'during
peak pedestrian hours, there seem
to be more walkers in the street
than on the sidewalks.
This is a great hazard, too,
because one of the main sports
of the autoists is making pedestrians jump.
As expounded by a citizen
who has watched the situation
for some years, the three guiding
rules for driving in Rome are:
—In a very vague way, the
car coming from the right has
the right-of-way.
—The pedestrian is absolutely
responsible for himself at all

Abbut three Months ago, in
New York, I wrote a piece
making light of Prof. Alberto
De Rossi, a 'Rome traffic expert,
who after a study of U. S.
cities Laid that the only thing
that could solve Rome's traffic
probtely --teas's
, ot
American pedestrians and drivers.
I said that no one could be
as undisciplined on the street
as a New Yorker. I was wrong.
I apologize. New York, meet
Rome.
•

1

Trapped Skunks Get
An Escape Ladder

CHICAGO
Harried police in suburban Park Forest
found a long-range solution to
the overpowering problem of
how to retrieve skunks that fall
into window wells and can't get
out.
They invented "skunk ladders"
—boards with cleats nailed on
`them.
Now the police lower a skunk
ladder into the window •velland
beat a hasty retreat. The skunkk
does the rest.

CLUBBERS COMPETE
MT. CLEMENS, Mich. RP —
The jolts patrons of the Vido
Club have been getting lately
haven't come from the drinks
served there. Vonda Lou Taylor,
the tavern owner, filed suit in
Circuit Court asking that a next
dor golf driving range be closed.
Miss Taylor Said fledgling golfers
have been slicing their drives
and striking customers leaving
the club.

,,MOVIE TOO IMPRESSIVE
TOKYO
— Police disclosed
today that a 16-year old youth
recently . tried to set fire to a
building in the Imperial Palace
becaues he saw a movie showing
a burning palace and was very
impressed with the sight.

MIRR
4OR IVE-IN that,e
OPEN
SHOW STARTS

4:30

LAST TIMES TONITE

"FLAMING
FEATHER"
in I ()I OR

DANCE TUESDAY, MAY 7
9:30 to 12:30

Strata Club
MARTIN, TENNESSEE

- and -

"PRISONER OF
WAR"
HEY ALL YOU
NIGHT OWLS !!
Pia,. Now To Attend Our
BIG LATE SHOW

SATURDAY, MAY 4th
11:30 p.m.
"VALLEY OF THE
HEADHUNTERS"

SUNDAY-MONDAY •

Blue Baron
And His ORCHESTRA
Advance Sale

$1.50

At The Door

$2.00

* FIRST RUN MURRAY *

ROBERT RYAN • ALDO RAY

-One
more
stop and
17/ ell/ your
guts with
lead!"

CALL 456 IN MARTIN

ONE HOUR CONCERT
Fulton High School Gym
7:30 to 8:30

•
Itsi•os

na V r•14•41

WED.- THURS.

Tuesday - May 7
Adm. 50c and 90c

* FIRST RUN MURRAY *

"MAN FROM
DEL RIO"
starring

ANTHONY QUINN
2 TIME ACADEMY
AWARD WINNER

sponsored by

FULTON LION'S CLUB
•

•

fr

4101.

,

,Namammammmr-

•

•
•

•

a
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Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone_694-M-4

Mrs. Bill McDougal
Honored With Stork.
Shower Recently
Mrs. Bill McDougal was the
honoree at a stork shower given
on.Fridaa:, April 26, at seventhirty (clock in the evening at
the home of Mrs. Rudy McDougal with Mrs. Rob Miller as
the hostess.
Games were-played and prizes
were won by Mrs. Eva Provsne,
Mrs. Louise Weatherford, Miss
Jan Weatherford, and Mrs. R.
G. Outland.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts and was assisted by
her daughter, Little REISS Teresa
•
la „
-Ann McDougal.
Refreshments "rare served. by
the hostess, Mr,
present were
MilTtuse
Mrs. Eva
Provine, Mrs. Hugh Shipley. Mrs.
Finis Weatherford. Mrs. Lawrence Overbey. Mrs. R. G. Outland, Mrs. Flavil Robertson, Mrs.
Tilghman Barrow. M es . Noble
- Knight, MA's AlareY Perks. Miss
Jan Weatherford. Mrs. •Rudy
McDougal. the honoree and her
daughter, and the - hoitess.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were Mrs. Harry Jenkins,
Miss Pat Shipley. Miss J3etty &Ezell. Mrs. Chester Thomas. Mrs.
Anna Ruth Geurin. Mrs. Roy
Provsne. Mrs. Edgar Shirley,
Mrs. John Morgan. Mrs. Charles
M. Baker, Mrs. Irene Smotherman. Mrs. Oury King. Mrs. Ed
Frank Kirk, Mrs. William Bailer. Mrs. William Miller, and
Mrs. Jack Miller.
••• •

Weddings

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Saturday. May 4
The Woodmen Circle Juniors
will meet at two-thirty o'clock
at the WOW. Hall for the
regular May meeting and to
plan summer activities.
•• ••
_
0.4004141Y,
The Lostie Moon Circle of the
WMS of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Henry Warren at seven-thirty
o'clock.
• • ••

Woman's Association of the College Presbyterian Church will
meet with Mrs. Karl Warming
at eight o'clock.
Tueeda#, May 7
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. L. A.
Moore at two o'clock.
• • ••
The Delta Department of t14
Murray WoMan's Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty
o'clock.
•
• •••

Five Years Ago Today

PERSONALS

Ledger & Times File

Mr. anti Mrs. Jack Beale Kennedy, Box 322, Portsmouth, Ohio,
announce the birth of a son,
Jack Beale II, weighing eight
pounds six ounces, born on
Thursday, April 25, at the Murray Hospital. The grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Otis D. Ellett, are Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kennedy
Jr., of Maryville, Tenn., are the and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lockhart
parents of a son, weighing seven of Murray.
pounds, born on Saturday, April
27, at the Blount Mertorial HosOjai, Maryville. Mrs. Eliott is
the former Miss Sandra Lancaster, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Lancaster of Murray. Mrs.
Lancaster left Friday night to
visit her daughter and family.
•• ••

Club News

or 763-J

Locals

SATURDAY — MAY 4, 195

Activities

PERSONALS

GETAWAY BOAT
DALLAS lUt --- Recent floods
have made it necessary for most
Texans to adapt themselves to
changed conditions. This includes
thieves. Tuesday, a gunman escaped from a Dali
cltsupermarket
with $1,300 in
. He drove
away in a yellow truck, pulling
a boat and trailer.

TV SCHEDULE

Mrs. Dan Stokes and children
Daylight Saving Time
and litIrs. Ronald Thompson and
AM -PM SUNDAY, APRIL 28
6:00 Popeye and Friends
daughter, Pamela Kay, spent the
11:30 Faith for Today
6:30 Private Secretary
past weekend in Louisville with
12:00 Heckle and Jeckle
7:00 To Tell The Truth
their husbands and lathers who
12:30
Wild
Bill
Hickok
Circle
Tlag _Aga:1nm .ylomen's
21.3Q„ Bed. Skelton......
ara. -employed- 41terat.--1700
.
HolljteciocT
Spectacular
8:00 $64,000 Question
of the WMS of the FirA- Baptisil
•* ••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or2:30 The Visitor
Church will meet at the home
8:30 Spike Jones Show
of
the
Rainbow
for
Girls
will
der
3:00
Odyssey
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone spent
9:00 O'Henry Playhouse
saf Ms_Ruth Houston, 812 Olive,
regular
meeting
at
the
hold
its
4:00
The
Spear
Family
the past weekend in St. Louis,
9730 Phil Silvers Show
at seven -fifteen o'clock.
at
seven
o'clock.
Masonic
Hall
4:30
Air
Power
• • ••
Mo., at the guests of their sun,
10:00 Shell Big News
• •••
5:00
Lassie
Eugene Stone and Mrs. Stone.
10:10 Weathervane
The Cora Graves Circle of the
Group I of the CWF of the Mrs. Marine returned home with 5:30 Soldier of Fortune
10:15 MillioiT Dollar Movies
meet
will
6:0Q Ed Sullivan Show
First Christian Church
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
tier daughter and husband.
7:00. G.E. Sunday Night Theatre
•• • •
.1Eilk „Mrs. krark, iklexab. at
_ears
„Aura,'
Hitchrrrle jp_regews.
•
two-thirty o'cloisk;
- WttittelltiA•P, MAY 1
•• ••
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas 8:00- $64,000 Challenge
5:30 Bugs Bunny
Group II of the First Christian Murdock and son, Ricky, of 8:30 What's My Line
6:00 Popeye and Friends
Church will 'meet with Mrs. P. Madis'on, Wisconsin, arrived here 9:00 Sunday Ness's Special
6:30 Giant Step
Thursday to visit their parents, 9:15 Marge & Gower Champion 7:00 The
A. Hart at two-thirty o'clock.
Millionaire
• •• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Murdock 9:45 Weathervane
7:30 I've Got A Secret
and Mr. and Mrs. John Work- 9:50 Million Dollar Movies
Thursday, May 9
8:00 20th Century Fox Show
Group II1 of the First Christian man. Mr. Murdock will leave 11:30, Sign Off
9;00 Arthur Godfrey Show
business
trip
to
the
the
home
Sunday
for
a
meet
in
Church' will
10:00 Shell Big News
MORNING
Mrs.
Murdock
PROGRAMS
of Mrs. Maurice Crass, Jr. at Carolinas while
10:10 Wethervane
and sun will remain in Murray. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 10:15 Million Dollar Movies
eight o'clock.
6:00 Jimmy Dean Show
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
6:30 Channel 5's Farm Report
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
PM THURSDAY, MAY 2
7:00 Captain Kangaroo •
5:30 Bugs Bunny
6:00 Popeye and Friends
The annual Mother-Daughter Guy Billington. Earl Tucker, C. 7:45 CBS News
Banquet was held by the Foun- I J. McKinney, Luther Dunn, Jr., 7:55 Morning News 3: Weather 6:30 Climax
7:30 Playhouse 90
ciational,WitscUy School-Class of -Hat K. .-Kingins, Lloyd Horn, ---&00 Garry Moore
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
9:00 Sgt Preston of the Yukon
the First Baptist Church on Flavil Robertson, Hugh Eddie
9:30 Bob Cummings
Thursday. May 2, at six-thirty Wilson, Hugh Wilson, Robert (Except Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Shell Big News
o'clock in the evening at the Ray Buckingham, Ray Bucking10:10 Weathervane
ham, N. P. Hutson. Clifton Cow- 10:00 Valiant Lady
The thirteen year old Girls
Woman's Club House.
10:15 Love of Life
10:15 .Million Dollar Movies
Sunday Shcool Class of the First
Mrs. Bill McDougal, president an. J. B. Sucy. Bill McDougal,
W:30 Search For Tomorrow
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
Rudy
McWeatherford,
Finis
Baptist Church met at the home
toastmistress
the
class,
was
of the
10:45 The Guiding Light
PM FRIDAY, MAY 3
of the teacher. Mrs. Art Lee.
v.:1th the welcome was given by" Dcougal, Gus Robertson, Jr., R.
11:00 CBS News
5:30 Beat The Cluck
and
Hughes,
Brent
Slinker,
A.
houth Thirteenth and Poplar
by
Mrs. Lloyd Horn followed
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted 6.00 Popeye and Friends
Streets.
the response by Mrs. R. A. Slink- 71.ein Grogan, Bro. Hampsher, and 11:30 As The
World Turns
6:30 Dick Powell's Zane Grey
Miss Ghtle§.
A potluck supper was enjoyer.
12:00 Our Miss Brooks (Noon)
Theatre
ed after which games were playThe guest devotional speaker
7:00 Mr. Adams 8z Eve
ed and a fellowship hour was
was Mrs. E. C._Parker- who gave
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
'7:30 Frontier Doctor
enjoyed.
a most inspiring talk. She was
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
8:00 The Lineup
Those present were M sases
introduced 1)5: the teacher of the
12:30 House Party
830 Person To Person
Donna Wilson. Linda Collie.
class. Mrs. Edgar Shirley.
1:00 The Big Payoff
9:00 Schlitz Playhouse
Billington, Del Rost
Martha
Special music was by Bro.
1:30 Bob Crosby
9:30 West Point
Quertermous,
and
vocalist.
F. Carol
Hampsher.
Auxiliary
of
the
Girls
The
Harry
2:00 The Brighter Day
10:00 Shell Big News
Patsy Bailey. and Little Miss
Miss Shirley Joyce Chiles, ac- First Baptist Church which Meets 2:15 The Secret Storm
10:10 Weathervane
also
Deborah Kay Nance.
Hampsher
companist. Bro.
at the Baptist Student Center 2:30 The Edge of Night
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
reasked .the blessing. Special
each Wednesday afternoon held 3700 The Big Show
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
marks were made by Mrs. Mc- a *eine at the Kentucky Lake 4:30 Big Name Feature Western
State Park on Wednesday, May 5:15 Doug Edwards az News
Dougal. ...
AM SATURDAY, MAY 4
Mrs. Luther Dunn, Jr.. was 1, at three-fifteen o'clock:
•
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
Swimming was enjoyed tly
chairman of the arrangements
SLACKS-CLAD Mra. Edna KitePM MONDAY, APRIL 29
8:30 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
Donald, 57, starve Into space at
committee. She was assisted. by the group after which a picnic 5:30 Bugs Bunny
9:00 Winky Dink & you
Staten Island. N. Y., police
Mrs. Gus Robertson. Jr.. Mrs. lunch was served. The group 6:00 Popeye and Friends
9:30 Tales of the Texas Ranges
eht
Sr
Mrs_
station after her arrest along
Hotel
for
Shirley.
Kenlake
the
Edgar
went to
6:30 Talent Scouts
10:00 Big Top
FREE Pick-up 4. Delivery
with her son (by another marEddie
Hugh
Hughes. and Mrs.
dessert.
7:00 I Love Lucy
11:00 Sky king
Expert Dyeing Service
riage) John Mayas, 26. and
Wilson.
Girls attending were Misses 7:313 December Bride
11:30 Air Force Digest
Alteration Service
Anthony Cir.lio. 28, in a superThe tables were beautifully -Mary Sowell. Joyce Todd, Hazel 8:00 Studio One
11:45 Dizzy Dean Show
market holdup. Police said
deco-rated with arrangements of Kay Todd. Barbara Reeder, Caro- 9;00 Robin Hood
Game of the, Week
11:54
WALTER WATERFiELD
and
in
cash
$12,500
found
they
gladioli in the class colors of red lyn Wrye, Jean Washburn, Ola 9:30 Burns & Allen
Redlegs vs Giants '
checks in the holdup car, along
owner
and white. Bud vases holding Pearl Montgomery. Janice South- 10700 Shell Big News
erttls three guns, one of them
carnations were ard. and Patsy McClure, Also 10:10 Weathervane
white
and
red
Ph. 430
1411 Olive Blvd.
PM tATURDAY, MAY 4
(Internattootta)
In bar
attending were Mrs. E. D.' John- 10:15 Million Dollar Movie;
alb(' used on the tables.
2:30 Roy „Rogers
Members and guests attending ston. counselor of the group, 12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
3:15 Kentucky Derby
were Mesdames Edgar Shirley, Mrs. Velma Wisehart and daughPM TUESDAY, APRIL 30
3:45 Little Rascals
E. C. Parker. Anna Ruth Geurin, ter, Marilyn.
5:30 Name That Tune '
4:00 Room 500
4:30 News Conference
5:00 Death Valley Days
5:30 The -Buccaneers'.
6:00 Jackie Gleason Show
7:00 Gale Storm Show
7:30 Hey Jeannie
herein be some changes made
8:00 Gunsmoke'
.
8:30 TEA
... figure-wise and fashion-wise
9:00 TBA
10:00 Million Dollar Playhouse
11:30 Target You
i2:00 Sign Off (Midnight)

_

The funeral of 0. T. Hale, long time merchant if
Murray, will be held tomorrow at 2:30 at the First .;
Christian Church.
The remains will arrive in Murray Friday morning.
He is survived by his wife, the former Miss Jetta
Owen of Murray, two daughters and one son, Veron
Hale.of Murray.
Dean Humphreys who recently returned from active
duty with the Army in Korea, was honored with n dinner at the lovely home of Mr. and Mrs. Gleildel Reaves
on the Lynn Grove Road Sunday.
Dr. Liza Spann and the two children of Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Colson were injured last night about 8:00 o'cloclialthi:
in an automobile accident at the intersection of Tenth
and Main Streets— _
Walter Grey Dunn, age 70, passed away Wednesday
at 5:3(1 p.m. at his home on Murray Routt, 5.
The deceased was born and died in the same house.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Fannie Dunn, two daugtters and two sons.
Bob Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ray of Murray,
announces today that he is now ,the
4istributor for r,
Pella Trbatiefi.Rob lives on the College Farm Road with his wife. the former Miss Kay Weatherly.

L.

—LAST TIMES TONIGHT—
.* - VIE09/04SON

i'agan-ess
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Laws
FOR
3
DAYS

STARTS SONO
0:01/S LOW4IPT.

--Mother-Daughter Banquet Is Held Thursday
IBy Foundational Class At The Cldb House
•

lift

Girls Class HoldsSupper At Hine
Of Mrs. Art Lee

• •• • •
Girls Auxiliary
Has Picnic At
Lake On Wednesday

COLLEGE
CLEANERS

[LERMAN'S

N-C141
presents

;
J.

.

Tm

VISTAVISION are/
$01. C.
CO(OlP
SIEGEL
starringPRODUCTION

BING
CROSBY
GRACE OILY
FRANK
SINATRA
"III

SOCIETY
ea earn res

CELESTE HOLM • JOHN LUND • tows CALHERN • SIDNEY BLACKMER
COLE PORTER
md LOWS ARMSTRONG AND His as**

MARINE BATTALION LEAVES FOR MEDITERRANEAN

MODERNIZE Kyle
CONTOUR WITCHERY

1

1

opeEQUIPMENT

switch-strap bra

Disport tanks, weapons before departure.
Creams, nuts, fruits, ebewiee, cruet:Iwo

Home Fashioned Favorites
Pecan roll, fudge., butter bona, attains, *Leal
No chocolate-covered piece*
Padded for added
curve-appeal ... in or')' neckline!
-glamour plus comfort,'
both yours with Contour
Witchery's Ribbon Wired
beouty-lift. Ribbon Wire is
flat as a ribbon; can't
dig in to your skin, ever.
And eoch cup is incii.iduolly
Ribbon Wired; no connecting
wire to poke you.

for EFFICIENCY

Other
I lb box

Expedite your office operations with the newest,
best ideas in equipment.

$1.35

Sib boa $2•60

Visit Our Modern Office
Supply Dept. for Every
Office Equipment Need.

Style 1432, lightly padded
• embroidered cotton,
White A cup 32.36;
Scup 32-38; C cup 32-40

• Desks • Chairs
"• Adding Machine*.
• Filing Cabinets

$395

j lb gift $2

2% lb. gift

• All Your Office Needs
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HERE ARE SCENES of departure of the Seeond Marines' Imt. Battalion from Morehead City, N. C., to the
Isitd,t.c.rraneals. T!,e U. S. Siist.
are on duty there, ordered east4r
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KIRKSEY
Route 2

yr

int of
First

jag.
Jetta

So par word for ono day, minimum of 17 words for 600 - Is per word far three days. Clasalflod ado are payabis la *Ivens&

NOTICE

active
a dinLeaves

FOR SALE

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
tudders of fine memorials for
s/I•er half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121.
M27C

I him
Tenth

iesday

()use.
laugh-

GET T.V. GLTIDE delivered to
your door each week for 15.
Call Red Howe, Jr, phone 773.
I
M7P 11 WILLIS JEEP ln good condition, priced reasonable. Herman
Murray. 50 acre farm, house and K. Ellis, Ellis Popcorn Co.
M6C
out buildings. This property will
be sold for cash at public auc- GOOD USED Gas Ranges, Wilt
tion Monday, May 6, 1957 at natural and L.P. gas. Priced to
1:00 p.m. at the court house door. sell. Must reduce inventory stock
George Hart, Auctioneer.
M4P en used applianees immediately.
M6C
Kengas, 105 N. 5th.
Good used gas range. Priced to
sell quick. Call 1220-R.
M8C GOOD 7 ROOM HOUSE, 2 baths,
on large corner lot, 12th and
M1OP
Vine. Call 605.

wife,

I

HELP WANTED

I

PAGE FIVE

BLIND BOY 'SEES' REAL TRAIN

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Rose and
little daughter Lecia was Sunday
night caters in the home of
George Dante! and Mrs. Darnell.
Dan is employed at Paducah
with his uncle Woodrow Turner
brick laying.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Free of
our vicinity • has a new grand
daughter. The parents being Mr.
and Mrs. Billy tele Anderson of
near Benton. The little MISS is
named Ronda CaroL

Livestock
Report
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCKYARDS 11,1 - L.ivestock
Hogs 14,500. Moderately waive,
barrows and gilts steady to 25
cents lower; sows fully' steady
to strong; bulk U. S. 1 to 3,
Igo to 240 lb mixed weight and
grade 17.50 to 18.25, top 18.60;
sows U. S. 1 to 3 400 lb down
15.50 to 16.25.

Cattle 500. Calves 300. Butcher
yearlings standard and good 18
WZB.=-TD BUY *ream on
The
are
candidates
pleniful
to 20; generally steady; cows
Wednesdays & Saturdays. Write
FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
steady; utility and commercial
Box 298, Evansville, Ind.
M7C now and of course everyone is
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
be
but
to
imwanting
elected,
13.50 to 16; bulls unchanged,
Stroud Upholstry Shop.
M24C
TWO LADIES to press dry clean- possible as just one from each
utility and commercial 14 to 16,
ing. Experience and high school office will be lucky. The balance
vealers steady; top 24; choice
SINGER SEWING Machine repeducation preferred. .Age 20-25. will ride the train of defeat.
20 to 22.
resentative in Muray. For sales,
Boone Laundry & Cleaners.
service and repair. Contact Mr.
On April 25, 1910 there came
ci-t enough of any
Sheep 100. -NM4C
A. M. Dugan, N. 18th Ex. Phone
a big snow and bent the timber
GOING OUT of business sale.
class to test the market.
19-11,
$24C 3-5199214-1
,-EXPERIE,N.CED retail shoe sales clown, Mrs. Qeorge-,cerneli. he/
114turnialied--aparAment, will sell at money saving prices.
.
private, entrance. Phone day 197.5, furniture and roctures which we person. Write Box 32-W, giving the picture of it and on the
PUBLIC AUCTION. Nath Vaughn night 1656-J.
picture is Minter Crisp, Charley
Available April 15. will sell at monew saving prices. age, experience, and reference.
farm (known as old Ira Barber
M7C Rouden, Walter Perry, Banard
M4C $10,000 stock of shop equipment
place) 4 miles Southwest of L.__
Kisterson, Vada Scott, Henry
and fixtures. All of the'bestl
Funeral Home
Ford Howard, Preyor John Ford,
UNFURNISHED apartment, one brands and in good working
$325
block from college. Ky. & Ryan, condition at around 50 cents 'on
Lillian Lawrence and three
Superior Ambulance
$30 per month. Phone 721 for the dollar. Must be sold by FURNISHED TWO.777 three bed- children and Rebecca Free visited
PER MONTH
Service - Equipped
M4C May 31. L. E. Dick Motor Com- room house. Must be clean. Will Cora Carnell last Saturday afterappointment.
with Oxygen
pany, your Nash dealer, 415 N. take a one year lease on pro- noon.
SALARY
uittingighed, newly
Ca*A.RAGE Agr
call
and
Mrs.
Mr.
information
full
For
perty..
1213,
Mayfield,
phone
St.,
7th
decorated, couple only. 1101 W.
PLUS BONUS
ITC Baucum Real Estate, phone 48, or near Stella has a new baby
Ky.'
98
311
Ph.
N.
4th
St.
M6P
1698.
Phone
Main.
One of the fastest progressing
Hoyt Roberts 1447 or pill Hall girl born Thursday of last week
the Long
BLIND Raymond Kajowski, 6, -looks" at a train at
Alum
10
Owners!
Home
LOOK
Mrs.
hospital.
Murray
at
the
M7C
453.
companies in its field will
LAND TRANSFERS
Island railroad's Jamaica station by feeling a toy engine in his
windows, 1 doer for $199 instalhave a representative interWilliam K. and Elaine Etherhand and listening to a real one puffing on the'tracks. Raymond
for
size
any
Alum
awning
led.
Puzzle
Yesterday's
to
Answer
viewing then who hold the
ton to Joseph W. and Mary H.
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:TORNADO RIPS ROOFS AWAY IN TEXAS CITY
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Steel Holds
90 Per Cent
Of Capacity

Duke Invades
TV Next Week
For US Steel
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damage dons by ROOFS RIPP2D AWAY and vehicles- skittered around in the streets show some of the
Ofetermsational Soundphoto)
•tornado which struck In Tyler, Tex,

German Youth
No Longer
Fear Reds
By JOSEPH FLEMING
--IM-Wed Press Staff Correspondent
BERLIN V —East German
youths, no longer afraid to show
their disgust with Communism.
are shedding their blue shirts
A blue stort is the uniform of
both boy alid girl members of
"Free German Youth," the Communist youth organisation in the
Soviet Zone.
Most youths not only are refining to wear their own blue
shirts but are openly deriding the
small number who still do.
Communist officials have denounced the campaign as - "cowardly" and ordered a purge of
the organization. ,
Western ,bservers consider the

campaign another reflection of
'Just as people used to be asthe anti-Communist government tounded if you wore a modern
which has grown behind the. Iron suit to work." it added, "they
Curtain since last fall's Hungar- now are amazed when anyone
ian rebellion.
wears the blue shirt."
May Be Ousted
Reds Can't Ignore
In ordering a purge, the orThe Communists could hardly
ganization's governing board said
Ignore this new defiance from "members
who are not ready to
the youth who were to be toacknowledge openly the goals of
morrow's comrades Blue shirts
our organization and work for
oseel—rtO be seen everon'here. them actively cannot be memBoth boys and girls wore them
bers of the Free German Youth."
to 'f•Chool and as. they played in
The Communists appeared to
the streets Now they are a rarity.
be abandoning their old idea of
Communist officials recognize a rr. •as youth organization, subthe campaign for what it is—the stituting instead a small hard
youths refuse to be identified
care of convinced Communists.
with Communism.
The Reds had tried heretofore
Young World. official news- to get all youths into the organipaper of the youth organization. zation to indoctrinate them.
admitted "many Free German
The organization now has 1,youth members think this way— 700,000 members between t h e
when I wear the blue shirt I , ages of 14 and 25. The Young
will have to oppose false concep- Poineers composed of boys and
tions and discussions If no one girls from 6 to 13, now numbers
knows I am a member. I will 1.300.000 members.
avoid ruch unpleasantness"
The newspaper complained that
other members took off their
A heavy cruiser produces 4,000
blue shirts "because they want servings of bakery products per
to be neutral and uriobtrusieft" day for her crew.

GRADUATION GIFT -Now! Only $125 a week
for the World's Finest Portable

cr.") Cc"na
-.•ona, you give more than the
When you give a 5"wanted" features. You
wood's finest porta - • also give t'-e means for developing a very important skill
that me: 74, better grades in school apd Wier lobs 1001
on. At so little a weak ... it's the bargain of a lifetunal
.'many

Office Supply Dept.
of the LEDGER & TIMES
Greene Wilson, Mgr.

Phone 55
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By CLYDE H. FARNSWORTH
United Press Financial Writer
NEW YORK
—America's
steel industry in the first quarter
of 1957 rang up new records in
sales and earnings for any similar period, and officials a r e
optimistic about the year as a
whole. a United Press survey
showed today.
Sales of the eight largest steel
producers, which turn out five
of every seven tons produced in
the nation, ran more than 200
million dollars higher in the
first otiarter of ION,than
agTo and net income was nearly
20 million dollars higher, the
survey indicated.
o Each of the top eight companies had higher sales volume,
and five out of the eight had
higher earnings. Sales reflected
both more business and the $8.50
a ton once inorease that went
into effect last August. Earnings
mirrored cost reduction factors
such as improved machinery. ,

By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK 'IP — Edward
Kennedy Ellington, sometimes
known as Duke, invades a TV
drama hour next week with
three vocalists, a crew of dancers, the 15 soloists who make
up his band, two extra drummers
and a harpist.
The Ellington offering, channeled out of a 48-minute record
he cut recently, will be called
Drum Is A Woman." It's
sat for CBS-TV's "U. S. Steel
}Lour" next Wednesdeo.o
.o
"I don't knowo what you could
cell it and I hate categories
anyway," said Duke as he applied himself to a platter of
bacon and eggs,..a bowl of rice,
• sole order of calves' liver, two
grapefruit halves and a pot of

Three Billion Sales
eight companies included
in the survey—U. S. Steel Corp.,
Bethlehem Steel Corp., Jones &
Laughlin Steel Corp.. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.; National
Steel Corp.. Armco Steel Corp.
and Inland Steel Co.—had total
sales of $3.171.752.408.
This volume compared with
S2.956,799.895 in the corresponding 1956 quarter when furnaces
were carrying-- over some of the
red hot momentum from the
1955 boom and inventories were
being built up.
Total net income of the eight
companies amounted to $2.03,991.819. compared with $245,716.094 a year ago
Bethlehem had the sharpest
rise in both sales and earnings,
followed by U.S Steel.
J411.. Had Decline
The three companies that suffered a decline in earnings were
Jones & Laughlin, National and
Arrn co .
Roger M Blough, board chairman of U.S. Steel, said production for the full year would be
"good" but wouldn't top the 117
million tons recoH of 1956.
production
predicted
Biough
phis year would be ".out the
same as the 115 million tons
produced in 1955 "give or take

The

fifiefee.

, "It's not only a new thing
for the Steel Hour, .it's a new
thing for TV. What we're going
to do is draw a kind of parallel
to the history of jazz without
recalling telling the story of
jazz.
A Revamping Process
"We're pulling the whole record apart and putting it back
together for TV. We're adding
vision and giving it dramatic
balance I don't have any precious
notions about my music and I
don't regret having to tear it
up even though I think this
is the best thing I've ever done."
In the work, Ellington uses
the drum as a symbol for all
the instruments. "You know how
It is," said Ellington, "a musician
will say to his woman
'here's
$2, baby, go on down to the
tavern or the movies and leave
lone for a while with the
." And so we say a drum
is a woman — it kind of takes

?tin

the place of her."
Ellington, a prime mover in
the music world for more than
30 years, does not bemoan the
present state of the band business.
"Listen, 'I got into this thing
for kicks and that's what I
want out of life — kicks," he
said. "I get a bang out of writing, I write all the time. And
I like having a lend because
I like to hear m' own stuff
played right away. I'm too impatient to wait.
"It's for certain that you can't
get into this just to make money
—not if you've got a 52-week
band. I got a big payroll, a lot
of expensive cats. I've got 15
soloists — guys like Johnny
Hodges, Harry Carney, Ray
Nance,
Lots Of Chiefs
"We've got a congress of 15
bandleaders and one sideman in
nut*. and -that's ma. It -runs
pretty high."
Ellington does feel that our
jazz product is changing. "You
know, jazz started o u t with
musicians who couldn't readjwhof
d no sense of disciplineAT the
said. "But that , was 50 years
ago, it's past. Now, we've got
guys coming out of conservatories
with something different to say.
"Does it swing? Well, who
can say what that means and
who can tell' Some musicians
do swing, just about all can,
but a lot of them don't. But
maybe they should. You know
as we said in the song — "It
don't mean a thing if it ain't
gut that swing.'
"But we do have something
new now. The line between
longhair and jazz has become
pretty tton. I don't even know
what you can call it or even
why it should be labeled anything If it sounds god, it sounds
bad, whether you're goofing on
longhair or just dixieland."

The first Marine Aircraft Wing
was commissioned on July 7,
1941 at Quantico, Va. This was
the first wing in the history of
Marine Corps aviation.

NEW METHOD FOR BRAIN SURGERY

I
ant to do musicals, comedy
; without music, a n occasional
'night c 1 u b appearance, and
straight dramatic roles.
I think "The Buster Keaton )
Story" affords me such an opportunity. Buster never did a
—"shuffle off to Buffalo," so there's
EDITOR'S NOTE: Aline Mosby
no dancing in the picture, but
on vacation. Today's guest colthe story provides a rare opumnist. Donald O'Connor, defends portunity to
combine comedy and
his switch from comedy-dancing
drama in one film. I have tried
to drama.
not to submerge myself in Buster's personality. My idea was
By DONALD O'CONNOR
1 to do a direct impersonation in -•
HOLLYWOoD ffq —I probably the comedy sequences and exraised a few eyebrows recently press my own personality in the
by announcing that my tap shoes story.
may gather dust on occasion
because I intend to vary my
CELEBRATES BuiRTHDAY
movie assignments with straight
TOKYO OP — The Japanese
drama and comedy such as my
present film, "The Buster Keaton people celebrated the 56th birthday anniversary of Emperor HiStory."
"I'm optimistic enough to think rohito. Government and business
I might be around a little longer offices and schools were closed
becf%Sa Of the!. clepOsipo. There for the day.
are only so many basic dance •
k"steps and no matter how you
disguise them with fancy production, all dance and no play
can make for a very dangerous
career problem.
I can best cite Frank Sinatra
as an example of someone who
has done an expert job of pacing
the music — with enough offbeat dramatic roles to insure ,
his success as a versatile performer. After "Man With The
Golden Arm" and "Johnny Concho," his fans were eager to see
Sinatra in a musical again, such
as "High Society."
The public has only seen me
In one type of role — a nice
fun-loving guy whose problems
could never be taken seriously.
There are other dimensions to
Above, Frank Sinatra and Grace
even a comedian's character.
Life itself ii a projection of Kelly in a scene from "HIGH
our personal life and problems, SOCIETY", in which they are
with
Bing Crosby.
and I want to play more mature co-starred
roles; to express more of what "High Society" opens tomorrow
I know about life in terms of at the Varsity Theatre for a
throe day engagement.
my personal problems.

O'Connor To
Try Drama

•
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• 3 bedroom brick on Ryan Avenue, automatic washer
and dryer, 2-ton air conditioner. 11
/
2 bath, carport with
storage in rear, this house can be bought for only $13,000.

• 4 bedroom house on So. 11th Street, east front, garage, utility, kitchen, dinette, electric heat, storm windows and doors, has GI Loan that owner will transfer.
Full price $8900, balance of loan $6500, payments $62.54
month.
interest.
/10115501 WilliA/A 1, PIT, bloacoustics laboratory head at fllinota
University, checks the new ultra sound device developed for brain
surgery Prof Fry described the new equipment In a speech before
the lows Academy of Science Conference at the State Teachers
College, Cedar Falls. Iowa He said: "Extensive studies on enimals
have been completed and this ndw tool now is available for the
rieucnaureeon to use on the human brain." finternational Exclusive)

Leo Carraway
For Jailer
We,

the friends of Leo Carraway, are asking

for your vote and influence in this the race for Jailer. We believe with the added help and support of
his many friends throughout Calloway County, that
he will be elected to this much sought office.
We know him to be an honest, sober, hardworking and deserving man. We will appreciate
your vote for a qualified candidate who will make
the best Jailer Cilloway County has ever had.

(Continued from Page One)
at the plate banging out three
singles and a double.
Wayne Browning. an Earling. ii. Kentucky -outfielder, blasted
his second homer in as many
games Bob McCormick led the
losers with two safties
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•.Nice 3 bedroom brick near the college, large beautiful bath with built-in cabinets, lots of cabinets in kitchen,
dinette, utility, garage cealed, concrete floor and drive to
street, this house has loan of approximately $10,000,
owner will transfer.
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• Large New 3 bedroom brick, large living room with
fireplace, large kitchen, large dining area. 3 large bed/
2 bath, nice utility, electric heat, insulated, a
rooms. 11
real buy at $12,500.

Civilian
Support Of
Day Pledged
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. — Civilian support of Fort Campbell's
1957 Armed Forces Day observance. Sunday, May 19. was
pledged by community representatives from Clarksville. Tenn.,
and Hopkiraville. Ky . at a luncheon-meeting at the post's main
officers club Wednesday.
Joining with the military to
form an operating committee for
the annual event, the group
heard Major General T L. Sherburne. commander of the 101st
Airborne Division and Fort
Campbell, emphasize the importance of civilian participation in
Armed Forces Day
"We invite our civilian neighbors to spend Sunday. May 19:
with us as we observe this annual
saluteo,to the services It is important to the success of the
day that our civilian friends join
our celebration, since that is
the purpose of Armed forces
Day — to display that 'Pow.'.
for Peace' which is contained ,
within the services of our Military Establishment as a yearly
report to' the Nation""
Lieutenant Colonel John S.
Lekson, deputy chief of staff
for special operations, outlined
the day's program of events. He
was followed by Captain S. W.
Carpenter, U
S Navy, commander of Clark-seine Base, and
Colonel Jack L. Randolph, commander of Campbell Air Force
Base, both of whom submitted .
the plans of their respective 4
installations for Greater Fort
Campbell particiPation in the
AFD '57 program.
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production will decline In Ilse
third quarter from the 9 per cent
of. capacity operations expected
in the second quarter and operations may pick up "slightly" in
the fourth quarter.
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Friends of Leo Carraway

•

• 2 bedroom house on No. 16th Street Ext. Living room'
with fireplace, kitchen dinette, lot 65x197. Has GI Loan
owner will transfer, payments $35.00 month. Full price
of house $5900.
• Extra nice 3 bedroom frame house on So. 13th St.,
only I/.., block from new school, large living room with
fireplace. kitchen. utility. garage, storm windows and
doors, fully insulated, double construction, plastered,
screened back porch, electric heat, concrete drive to
'greet, lot 70x180 paved street, .city sewer.
• House, 4 acres of land on North Highway just outside
citv'limits. City water, lots of beautiful shade. 5 rooms
and bath, stock barn, tool shed. GI Loan of $4600 bal.,
navments $4.1.00 month, including taxes and insurance.
Full price $7500.00.
• House, 2 acres of land on -old Cherry-Concord Road
in good condition. Only $1000 full price.
• 74 acre farm on blacktop road. 6 room modern house,
2.3 tobacco base. 10.8 acre corn. 5 acre wheat, new tobacco barn, good stock barn, crib, chicken house, garage,
double floors in house, insulated. Land in extra good condition. $13,900.
• House and 2 acres of land at Lynn Grove, across from
school, bath, cabinets. In good condition. Only $4500.00.
• Lake lots in the Paradise acre subdivision. Good restrictions. 3 nice cottages already built. Price $250 and
up. 11/2 miles off blacktop road On good•gravel road.
• 30 acre undeveloped lake property has some nice
timber, some beautiful building lots only $1500 full price.
• Two lake cottages on nice lots in nice lake developments, one on Jonathan Creek. furnished. will sell or
lease. One in Howard Bluff subdivision for sale furnished.
• Nice lot near college, 75 by 190 feet, nice high and
dry. A real buy for only $1,250. Needs no fill or grading,
city water.
LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR FHA OR GI LOANS!
Can finance eligible GI with only 20•
f down, FHA
5% up to $9000, 25% on balance .
Phone 48 office
HOYT ROBERTS 1447

BILL HALL 453
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